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TOTAL CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

BUG & INSECT
REPELLENT

MOZMIST PUMP ADD ON
Everyone loves an Australian summer! The sun, warm
weather, lots of outdoor events, dining and entertaining.
Unfortunately we humans are not the only ones who love
to get out and about in warm weather. Flies, mosquitoes and other
flying insects and bugs can ruin the occasion and make the best
outdoor venue unpopular. Not to fear MOZmist is here!

 EASY TO INSTALL
 ADD NOW OR LATER

Introducing the latest in misting technology, perfect for a bug
and insect free summer, the MOZmist system injects minute
doses of human friendly, naturally occurring Pyrethrum into the
water mist cooling system with no odour or taste to humans
and animals.

 COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
 SAFE ON HUMANS & ANIMALS

Your alfresco areas will be bug and insect free and no one will
know that it is running. Natural Pyrethrum (Pybo) is the world’s
oldest and most versatile insecticidal. Pybo pyrethrum is food
grade and has full Australian government approval for use
against an exceptionally wide range of insects and bugs in
almost all situation.

INSTALLATION & SPECS
The MOZmist system is easily installed on both the Industrial
and Commercial high pressure pump modules. It can be
added at a later date with only simple alterations to the water
plumbing required. The MOZmist has an inbuilt timer which
turns the electronic dosing pump on and off as programmed,
ensuring the most economical use of the Pybo.
A typical run cycle is for 1ml of Pybo to be added to 1 litre of
water for a period of 40 seconds every 2 hours. Times and dosage
rate can be easily altered depending on conditions and insect numbers.
A further dose will automatically take place every 2 hours that the misting
system is switched on. OZmist stocks Pybo in 1 litre bottles.
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